
 
 
 

 
Welcome to Subirdia gives us something to celebrate. The herons in our urban streams, the 
barred owls whose shrieks wake us in our city neighborhoods, the woodpeckers that nest in our 
wooded parks, and the chickadees that entertain us at our birdfeeders can motivate us to seek a 
future filled with birds.  The ways we manage our property, plan our towns, and think about the 
nonhuman residents of our ecosystems can make a difference for our children and grandchildren.  
 



What You Can Do 
 
By bearing the well-being of birds in mind as we develop and live in exurban, suburban, and 
urban environments, we can have a tremendous and lasting positive impact. Welcome to 
Subirdia identifies Ten Actions for securing the future of birds and other wildlife among us.  
 

1. Do not covet your neighbor’s lawn. Devoting less space to traditional turf lawn and 
more space to diverse plantings, brush piles, standing dead trees, and water features 
encourages bird diversity.  
 

2. Keep your cat indoors. Free-ranging cats kill one in ten wild birds. 
 
3. Make your windows more visible to birds. After death by cat, collision is the 

leading cause of preventable death among urban birds.  
 
4. Do not light the night sky. Birds, especially those that migrate at night, 

are attracted to the light of buildings. Many die colliding with towers, wires, 
windows, and walls. 

5. Provide food and nest boxes. Birdseed and shelter provided by people increases bird 
abundance by bolstering overwinter survival and reproduction. 

 
6. Do not kill native predators. Native predators cull the weak and overabundant, and 

reduce non-native predators that are more dangerous to birds. Avoid the use of rodent 
poison, which kills the hawks and owls that help control rodent populations.    

 
7. Foster diversity of habitats within cities and the natural distinction among cities. 

When we resist homogenization, respecting regional differences and cultivating 
distinct neighborhoods within each city, we support bird diversity. 

 
8. Create safe passage across roads and highways. A resilient ecosystem needs more 

than birds. Wildlife tunnels and bridges can make crossing roads less deadly for those 
that must crawl. Leaving spaces near highways unmowed can save eggs and 
nestlings. Converting roads to walking trails benefits all creatures, including people. 

 
9. Ensure functional connections between land and water. Many birds, mammals, 

amphibians, reptiles, and insects require access to both land and water.   
 
10. Enjoy and bond with nature where you live and work! Conservation requires  

people to care about nature. Nurturing wildlife within human environments develops 
environmental ethics. We become better stewards of the planet when the natural 
world is a valued part of everyday life.   
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